
 

 

  
  

   
   

MUSICAL CIRCLES SECONDARY SCHOOL SHOWS 

 
60 minutes duration: 40 minutes performance, with 20 minutes interaction.  

 

• 1 performer show: minimum 30 students  

• 2 performer show: minimum 60 students  

• 3 performer show: minimum 100 students  

• 4 performer show: minimum 120 students 

 

 

1. ENCHANTED OPERA TWO OPERATIC PERFORMING ARTISTS WITH PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT 

Minimum booking: 100 students 

Melodie d’Amore. Melodies of Love.  

Join international Iranian/Australian Soprano and Italian/Australian Tenor for an explosive performance of cultural 

flavours as together they combine on stage to present a unique, memorable, and exciting musical experience, 

accompanied by their brilliant pianist. Highlights from operas, Italian songs, and Neapolitan classics, and more will take 

you on a wonderful voyage across the universe of emotions. Presenting solos and duets of popular, well-known, and 

unforgettable melodies of love and passion, prepare to be swept away in what promises to be a truly captivating and 

magical performance.  
 

2. MUSICAL THEATRE SPOTLIGHTS MUSICAL THEATRE PERFORMING ARTIST WITH BACKING TRACKS 

Minimum booking: 30 students 

Take a journey through time in Musical Theatre and discover the moments that stole the Spotlight, changing the course 

of this beloved genre with moments from stage and screen. 
 

3. CLASSICAL VOICE TASTE SOLO SOPRANO PERFORMING ARTIST WITH PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT 

Minimum booking: 60 students  

A delightful representation of famous classical songs by different composers, sung in English, German, French, Italian, 

Portuguese and Czech. 
 

4. VIRTUOSO SOLOIST SOLO PIANIST PERFORMING ARTIST 

Minimum booking: 30 students  

Experience an amazing performance of classical piano works including Elvira Madigan from Mozart to the jazzy 

preludes of Gershwin and the very famous Fantasie Impromptu of Chopin. 

Students will be guided through a varied program of solo piano repertoire, with talking about each work as it is played. 

Interesting facts and stories about each piece and its composer will help them understand the music that they will hear. 

This presentation will delight, inform and enthral students as they are immersed in beautiful classical piano repertoire. 
 

5. INTIMATE CHAMBER PLAYERS  

Coming soon. 

 

  



 

 

  
  

   
   

6. JAZZ HANDS JAZZ VOCAL PERFORMING ARTIST WITH JAZZ GUITAR AND TRUMPET 

Minimum booking: 100 students  

Why did the girl stand on the ladder to sing? She wanted to reach the high notes! What is the musical part of a fish?  

The scales! What type of music are balloons scared of? Pop music! 

The beauty of Jazz is that every instrument gets to have a chance to speak using the basic structure, chords and melody 

as a guideline. Jazz is the celebration of musicians collaborating harmoniously. It allows individual expression while 

working together to make rich and interesting sounds. Your performers are old hands at Jazz and are seasoned 

professionals who know how to educate and entertain the ears, eyes and imagination of each student (but the jokes 

are still pretty bad). 
 

7. DISTANT AND EXOTIC LANDS MULTICULTURAL VOCAL PERFORMING ARTIST WITH GUITAR AND CELLO  

Minimum booking: 100 students 

Sweet Sound ensemble aspires to create a fusion of musical culture. Experience a unique blend of English, Spanish, 

Persian, Turkish and Kurdish folk songs. The group was established in the year 2000 in Iran. 

Sweet Sound ensemble achieves this fusion of music by presenting programs that take the audience on a journey 

through diverse musical traditions. It creates unique interpretations of well-known Western classical music and Iranian 

folk music. 
 

8. OUT OF THIS WORLD VOCAL PERFORMING ARTIST WITH GUITAR 

Minimum booking: 60 students  

The magic of music and songs from all over the world are not the differences, but the similarities to music you hear 

every day in our western culture. The repertoire that you will hear has been collected from all over the world by these 

performers and this has enabled them to put the spice and flavour into their show to give the audience a real treat. 

South African, Yiddish, Portuguese, Japanese and Kenyan… Let’s go travelling! You may even get to dance. Combining 

learning with entertainment to grab the listener’s ear and tickle enquiring minds for more. 
 

9. ROCK ‘N ROLLING IN THE COUNTRY VOCAL PERFORMING ARTIST WITH GUITAR AND TRUMPET 

Minimum booking: 100 students  

Whether you’re doing the Eagle rock or rocking it with the Eagles. Your performers will impress you with their 

versatility and skill as they cross this great divide between ROCK and COUNTRY. Watch in delight as they shred it up on 

guitar and do trumpet riffs like there’s no tomorrow. Does our vocalist belt out a country song like a rock singer? You’ll 

find out AND have a rocking good time too 
 

10. PASSIONI VOCALI SOLO TENOR/OPERATIC PERFORMING ARTIST WITH PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT 

Minimum booking: 60 students 

From Caruso, Lanza, Pavarotti to Bocelli. 

A memorable time with the most popular Operatic Arias, Italian and Neapolitan songs, and more. 

Join our passionate Italian Tenor and his amazingly talented pianist to experience the thrill and power of his Voice and 

the magical notes created by his Pianist. 

A show to be part of; A memory to treasure….  
 

11. OPERA FUN HOUSE OPERATIC PERFORMING ARTIST WITH NARRATOR AND PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT 

Minimum booking: 100 students 

Come on an exciting journey of FUN, and discover what Opera is all about. You will experience live on stage: Drama, 

Suspense, Comedy, Heroism and Romance, all human emotions through singing, acting and music with International 

Performers in full stage costumes.  

Let this culture encounter inspire audiences of all ages, through an enjoyably, entertaining learning process. A show to 

be part of; A memory to treasure….  

 

 



 

 

  
  

   
   

12. FLUTES ON THE LOOSE!                                                   THREE PERFORMING ARTISTS  

Minimum booking: 100 students 

Two virtuosic flautists will perform an energetic and beautiful program inspired by folk music from around the world. 

Be thrilled by the technical brilliance of the high flutes, and moved by the rich, warm sound of the low flutes. Audiences 

of all ages will love to hear the narrated musical story about the Emperor and the Bird of Paradise! 

 

13. ADMIRAL KING OF THE SEA                                                    FOUR PERFORMING ARTISTS  

Minimum booking: 120 students 

A program featuring the vibrancy, rhythmic drive and virtuosic solos of traditional Malay music, as well as gorgeous 

folk melodies from Korea, Japan, China, The Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. 

 

14. MARILYN MONROE TO THE CHARTS MUSICAL THEATRE PERFORMING ARTIST WITH BACKING TRACKS 

Minimum booking: 30 students 

Journey through the exciting world of Broadway in the 70s until the present day and experience the changing faces of 

styles as you hear from a professional who’s performed in the industry. 

The 70s sees Broadway confronting the dramatic changes in American culture: Jukebox Musicals, Dance, Jazz hands, 

and women take more to the stage. The Hippie Scene, the Vietnam War and other events lead to another generation of 

musicals connecting with current audiences, and from the 80s theatre becomes a global phenomenon as innovations 

respond to economic challenges, and the mega-musical embraces new technology with special effects, costuming and 

marketing. Disney emerges, with multi-racial artists and theatrical artistry attracting a more diverse audience, and 

further variety is witnessed in Musical comedy books, where cost-effective musicals are based on adaptations of books. 

New movements since have brought exciting changes – who knows where Broadway will next take us? 

 

 


